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It is hard to put into words the disappointment I have in the Andrews government handling of this
“pandemic”. From the very beginning I felt an unease about how the data was being presented publicly.
Only the case numbers and deaths were presented and still to this day that is the case. In order to make the
data relevant we need to see how many tests, the percentage of positive, the number of false positives, the
number of co morbidity deaths and the comparable number of deaths to other years and other viruses
including the flu.
We know the PCR tests are not testing specifically for COVID 19, the virus has never been isolated. CHO
told us 30% of tests can be false positive and that they are counting co morbidity deaths as covid.
The percentage of people dying from covid has always been minimal in percentage and not comparable to
other leading causes of death in Australia. So why the lockdowns? Why the mandatory measures? Why
ignore advice from leading medical experts? Why ban hydroxychloroquine a trusted safe drug? It is very
clear Daniel andrews has another agenda and it does not include looking after the health and safety of
Victorian’s. The hotel quarantine inquiry is an embarrassment to our state and he takes no responsibility for
his part in this. He should be criminally charged and jailed for what he has done to our state. Mental health
impacts on us is not known but would be beyond severe, suicides, business closed never to reopen. Anyone
can see the damage caused by his inhumane lockdown measures far outweigh any risk of a virus with well
over a 99% survival rate. Our freedoms and rights have been stripped from us. These must be reinstated
immediately if we are to remain living in a free democratic country. Children have suffered and our elderly
in aged care have had the last precious moments of their lives destroyed. My own grandma in aged care is
depressed and wants to die due to being locked up like she is in prison. It is beyond inhumane and criminal.
Also how has the flu miraculously disappeared this year? No repeated deaths since May? Obviously the
unreliable PCR tests are showing positive for other viruses such as flu. I am tired of this government
brainwashing our society driven by fear tactics. It is ridiculous people are being forced to wear masks
restricting their breathing and removing their happiness. You MUST stop this government immediately. We
are not afraid of a virus that we have a TINY chance of dying from. We do not need a vaccine for this our
immune system can fight it off easily. This ridiculous agenda must end, give us back our lives and our
wonderful state.
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